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Brazos Electric Cooperative, Inc. (Brazos) is the largest and oldest generation and transmission cooperative in Texas. In early 2006 it energized
the 620MW Unit 1 of its new Jack County Power Plant, and a few years later doubled the plant’s output and capacity with a new 620 MW Unit
2 expansion. The plant provides reliable electricity with low emissions to serve growing demand for Brazos’ customers in 68 counties across the
Lone Star State. Two different switchyards and a reactor bank were ultimately necessary to connect output from the plant to the transmission grid
while avoiding high-voltage problems elsewhere in the system.
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a p p l i c at i o n :

engineeringIn 2003, ESC engineering, Inc. (ESC) was asked by Brazos to design and provide project management for a 138kV

Summary:
345kV and 138kV Switchyard
Expansions

Goals:
• Meet critical schedule to coincide
with power generation
• Develop flexible and reliable
configuration
• Compress design and materials
schedules
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PROJECT ASPECTS:
• Breaker-and-a-half bus configurations
for both switchyards
• Flexible design incorporates
expansion for future needs and
additions
• 25MVAR reactor bank incorporated
into 138kV switchyard

Jack County Switchyard (138kV switchyard) to connect generated output from the plant’s Unit 1 facility to the grid via
five 138kV transmission lines. Brazos subsequently asked ESC in 2007 to design and coordinate the installation of
a 25 MVAR shunt reactor bank for the 138kV switchyard to help alleviate potential high-voltage problems throughout
the local 138kV transmission system. This was followed by a request in 2008 to design a new 345kV Jack County
Switchyard (345kV switchyard), which would transfer generated power from the plant’s Unit 2 expansion via two 345kV
tie lines to the newly constructed 345kV Henderson Ranch Switchyard owned by Oncor Electric Delivery Company
(Oncor).

Re qu i r e m e n ts :

engineering•

Highlights:
• Met crucial schedule milestones and
delivered on time and under budget
•	Successfully overcame weather
difficulties during span of project
• Effectively resolved foundation and
soils issues

Develop a flexible, highly reliable bus configuration that would best serve the plant
• Design and coordinate the installation of a 25 MVAR reactor bank for the 138kV switchyard
• Provide high-level project management, including liaisoning with Brazos and Oncor, as well as coordination with
local utilities and numerous contractors involved with the plant and switchyard projects
• Provide off-site and on-site project management and engineering support as required throughout each construction
phase; provide solutions to unforeseen construction issues
• Manage project scheduling and oversee materials procurement for the two switchyards and meet accelerated energization schedules for the plant’s Unit 1 and 2 completions

C h a l l e n g es :
The EPC firm that designed and constructed Brazos’ generating facility was driving the plant completion schedule, therefore ESC
had to make certain that switchyard materials delivery and construction work coincided with the Unit 1 and 2 energization roll-outs.
Both construction phases for the plant were completed ahead of schedule and ESC was asked to expedite project timelines for the
switchyard projects to meet these accelerated deadlines. Brazos’ 345kV switchyard was also built in conjunction with Oncor’s interconnecting Henderson Ranch Switchyard, so ESC was tasked with providing project management oversight to ensure that design
and construction schedules and materials procurement were in sync with the plant’s schedule and that of the three switchyards.
Designing with future expansion in mind and pre-determined boundary constraints provided challenges in arranging the footprints
for Brazos’ switchyards. The design requirements included two future 138/345kV auto transformer inter-ties and two future 345kV
transmission line (T/L) positions. Water ponding, limited off-site drainage and earth rutting caused by heavy rainfall also needed
to be addressed.
Concrete testing for one of the 345kV deadend structures during foundation construction indicated that its strength fell short of the
design requirements and could adversely affect long-term durability. Additional testing by core sample or potentially replacing the
foundation could significantly delay construction completion. Noticeable deflection was also observed when the outside beams
of the 345kV deadend structures were installed. The deflection became worse when the beams were fully loaded with insulators,
buswork and equipment.
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Solution:

Res u lts :

Focused project management was an essential and crucial component in scheduling and monitoring project
tasks for each switchyard and ensuring synchronization with the plant’s two construction phases and Oncor’s
new switchyard. Identifying and controlling critical path issues and accommodating a multitude of milestones
for each stakeholder involved constant communication with all parties, as well as the juggling of numerous
phasing priorities and agendas.

While the switchyard projects were multifaceted and entailed extensive coordination
between multiple utility companies and the
plant, both yards were completed ahead
of schedule and under budget with no significant design, materials, or construction
issues. The projects were considered to be
very successful and provided examples of
well designed, coordinated, and managed
efforts to deliver sound switchyards.

ESC and Brazos discussed advantages and disadvantages of the available bus configuration options, finally
deciding that both switchyards would be designed with breaker-and-a-half configurations to allow for high reliability with flexible operation and maintenance programs, plus limited service interruption. Pre-determined land
footprint constraints required considering multiple layout options for the switchyards. The final layout included
five 138kV line-ups with three plant ties, five 138kV T/L bays and two future 138/345kV auto transformer
positions with room for a reactor bank. The 345kV switchyard consisted of three plant ties and four 345kV T/L
bays (two for future needs).
Heavy rainfall during construction resulted in rutting along steep side-slopes, water ponding around both the
138kV and 345kV switchyard control centers and equipment, and generally slow drainage to off-site storage
areas. To combat the ponding issue, additional compacted road base material was installed around the control
centers and equipment, which helped redirect the water to the outer edges of the switchyards and off-site. The
side-slope rutting was addressed by installing curlex blankets, Geotextile fabric with rip rap, and adding drainage
control swales and seeded mulch. An underground drainage pipe with multiple surface inlets was installed in
the 345kV switchyard, which also worked well to control rainwater run-off.
Concrete samples were taken during foundation construction for every truck. The first sample of five samples
required for one of the 345kV deadend tower foundations resulted in lower-than-expected strength values.
ESC performed an engineering analysis to confirm that the foundation was structurally adequate despite the
lower PSI concrete. Options were presented and included taking core samples of the foundation for laboratory
analysis, or rejection and re-pouring of the foundation. Based on rigorous analysis and in-depth discussions
with Brazos, ESC showed that the concrete strengths were structurally sufficient and recommended that the
foundation be accepted.
Following a structural analysis by ESC of the noticeable deflection on the 345kV deadend structures, the cause
was determined and a solution provided. Once completed the deadend structures were put into service and
provided the necessary strength and visual appearance expected.
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Follow-up:
The two Jack County Switchyards have operated seamlessly since energization and
have required no additional modifications
or upgrades. At project close-out, Brazos
recognized ESC for a job well done and has
awarded several new projects following the
Jack County project’s completion. ESC has
been fortunate to have worked with Brazos
Electric for two decades on more than 180
projects. Brazos has benefited from ESC’s
diversified electrical engineering expertise
and high standards of quality in substation,
switchyard, transmission line and protection
designs.
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